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The vector leptoquark representation, Uμ ¼ ð3; 1; 2=3Þ, was recently identified as an exceptional single
mediator model to address experimental hints on lepton flavor universality violation in semileptonic
B-meson decays, both in neutral (b → sμμ) and charged (b → cτν) current processes. Nonetheless, it is
well known that massive vectors crave an ultraviolet (UV) completion. We present the first full-fledged UV
complete and calculable gauge model which incorporates this scenario while remaining in agreement with
all other indirect flavor and electroweak precision measurements, as well as, direct searches at high-pT . The
model is based on a new non-Abelian gauge group spontaneously broken at the TeV scale, and a specific
flavor structure suppressing flavour violation in ΔF ¼ 2 processes while inducing sizeable semileptonic
transitions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.115011
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing set of experimental anomalies in semi-
leptonic B-meson decays might be the long-awaited signal
of physics beyond the standard model (SM). That includes
several measurements of lepton flavor universality (LFU)
violation: (i) deviations from τ=μ (and τ=e) universality in
b→ clν charged currents [1–3], and (ii) deviations from
μ=e universality in b → sll neutral currents [4]. The very
recent LHCb measurements of Rμe
KðÞ
[5] and Rτl
DðÞ
[6] ratios
reinforce the previous findings. As emphasised in recent
studies (see e.g. [7–11]), the overall statistical significance
of the discrepancies in LFU measurements is at the level of
∼4σ for both charged and neutral current processes. Further
evidence of deviations from the SM predictions have been
observed in the measurements of angular distributions of
B → Kμþμ− decay [12,13].
There have been several attempts in the literature towards
a combined explanation of these anomalies (see e.g.
[14–33]). Since the implied scale of new physics is rather
low [34], the main challenge is to reconcile it with the
nonobservation of related signals in (other) flavor changing
processes (e.g. [35]), electroweak precision observables, τ
decays [36,37], and high-pT searches [38,39]. Nonetheless,
a coherent picture is emerging when invoking (i) a new
dynamics in (mainly) left-handed semileptonic currents,
and (ii) a flavor symmetry implying dominant couplings are
to the third generation fermions [14].
A remarkably simple explanation of all the low-energy
data is obtained by supplementing the SM with a single
field–vector leptoquark representation Uμ ¼ ð3; 1; 2=3Þ
(see Fig. (3) of Ref. [14]). Importantly, leptoquarks [40]
induce semi-leptonic transitions at tree level, while pure
4-quark and 4-lepton transitions arise only at one loop.
However, the exceptional feature of this particular repre-
sentation is the absence of tree-level down-quark-to-neu-
trino, as well as up-quark-to-charged-lepton transitions,
naturally suppressing (a set of) otherwise strongly con-
strained observables.
In this paper, we show how to consistently embed the
leptoquark Uμ into a non-Abelian gauge theory sponta-
neously broken in the vicinity of the TeV scale, while still
remaining consistent within a plethora of experimental
constraints ranging from low-energy precision measure-
ments to direct searches at the LHC.
II. UV COMPLETION CHALLENGES
Massivevectors require aUVcompletion in formof either
a composite dynamics or a spontaneously broken gauge
theory. The former approach was attempted for instance in
Refs. [31–33], where the vector leptoquark Uμ arises as a
composite vector resonance of a new strong sector featuring
an extended global symmetry, in analogy to composite
Higgs or technicolor models. Such constructions, though
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plausible from the point of view of the naturalness problem
of the electroweak scale, have the downside of not being
fully calculable. For example, loop observables such as
neutral meson mixing are quadratically divergent and can
at most be estimated via a hard cutoff regularization
(see e.g. [41]).
Here we take a different approach by embedding the
vector leptoquark Uμ into a spontaneously broken gauge
theory. A clear option, suggested by the SM chiral content,
is the Pati-Salam (PS) [42] model with gauge group
SUð4ÞPS × SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR.1 However, a serious
obstacle of such setup is the simultaneous presence of
both left- and right-handed currents breaking lepton chi-
rality, without being proportional to the corresponding
lepton mass. Hence, the bounds from various LFV and
FCNC processes push the mass of the leptoquark in the
100 TeV ballpark [43–45]. Allowing for a mixed embed-
ding of the SM matter fields could help in suppressing
right-handed currents in the down sector (e.g. if dR ⊂ 6 of
SUð4ÞPS). This, however, would still not be enough for
RDðÞ , due to the presence of a light Z
0 from SUð4ÞPS →
SUð3Þc breaking with unsuppressed OðgsÞ couplings to
SM fermions2
A crucial ingredient to circumvent the previous issues
was recently proposed in Ref. [47] in the context of a
“partial unification” model in which the SM color and
hypercharge are embedded into a SUð3þ NÞ × SUð3Þ0 ×
Uð1Þ0 group. The latter resembles the embedding of color
as the diagonal subgroup of two SUð3Þ factors, as origi-
nally proposed in [48–50]. For N ¼ 1 one can basically
obtain a massive leptoquark which does not couple to SM
fermions, if the latter are SUð3þ NÞ singlets. A coupling
of Uμ to left-handed SM fermions can be generated via the
mixing with a vector-like fermion transforming nontrivially
under SUð4Þ0 × SUð2ÞL, as recently suggested in
Appendix C of Ref. [51]. The latter model example,
formulated in the context of leptoquark LHC phenomenol-
ogy, is the starting point of our construction. We go a step
beyond and implement the necessary flavor structure to fit
the B-anomalies, while keeping the model phenomeno-
logically viable.
III. GAUGE LEPTOQUARK MODEL
Let us consider the gauge group G≡ SUð4Þ × SUð3Þ0×
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1Þ0, and denote respectively by Hαμ; G0aμ ;Wiμ;
B0μ the gauge fields, g4, g3, g2, g1 the gauge couplings and
Tα, Ta, Ti, Y 0 the generators, with indices α ¼ 1;…; 15,
a ¼ 1;…; 8, i ¼ 1, 2, 3. The normalization of the gen-
erators in the fundamental representation is fixed by
TrTαTβ ¼ 1
2
δαβ, etc. The color and hypercharge factors
of the SM gauge group GSM ≡ SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY
are embedded in the following way: SUð3Þc ¼ ðSUð3Þ4×
SUð3Þ0Þdiag and Uð1ÞY ¼ ðUð1Þ4 ×Uð1Þ0Þdiag, where
SUð3Þ4 ×Uð1Þ4 ⊂ SUð4Þ. In particular, Y¼
ffiffi
2
3
q
T15þY 0,
with T15 ¼ 1
2
ffiffi
6
p diagð1; 1; 1;−3Þ.
The spontaneous breaking G → GSM happens via the
scalar representations Ω3¼ð4¯;3;1;1=6Þ and Ω1 ¼ ð4¯; 1; 1;
−1=2Þ, which can be represented respectively as a 4 × 3
matrix and a 4-vector transforming as Ω3 → U4Ω3UT30 and
Ω1 → U4Ω1 under SUð4Þ × SUð3Þ0. By means of a suitable
scalar potential it is possible to achieve the following
vacuum expectation value (vev) configurations [52]
hΩ3i ¼
0
BBBBB@
v3ffiffi
2
p 0 0
0 v3ffiffi
2
p 0
0 0 v3ffiffi
2
p
0 0 0
1
CCCCCA
; hΩ1i ¼
0
BBBB@
0
0
0
v1ffiffi
2
p
1
CCCCA; ð1Þ
ensuring the proper G → GSM breaking. Under GSM the
scalar representations decompose as Ω3 ¼ ð8; 1; 0Þ ⊕
ð1; 1; 0Þ ⊕ ð3; 1; 2=3Þ and Ω1 ¼ ð3¯; 1;−2=3Þ ⊕ ð1; 1; 0Þ.
After removing the linear combinations corresponding to
the would-be Goldstone bosons, the scalar spectrum
features a real color octet, two real and one pseudoreal
SM singlets, a complex scalar transforming as ð3; 1; 2=3Þ.
The final breaking ofGSM is obtained via the Higgs doublet
field residing into H ¼ ð1; 1; 2; 1=2Þ of G and acquiring a
vev hHi ¼ 1ffiffi
2
p v, with v ¼ 246 GeV.
The gauge boson spectrum comprises three massive
vector states belonging to G=GSM and transforming as
U ¼ ð3; 1; 2=3Þ, g0 ¼ ð8; 1; 0Þ and Z0 ¼ ð1; 1; 0Þ under
GSM. From the scalar kinetic terms one obtains [51,52]
MU ¼
1
2
g4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v21 þ v23
q
; ð2Þ
Mg0 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ g23
q
v3; ð3Þ
MZ0 ¼
1
2
ffiffiffi
3
2
r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ
2
3
g21
r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v21 þ
1
3
v23
r
: ð4Þ
Expressed in terms of the original gauge fields of the group
G, the massive gauge bosons read
U1;2;3μ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ðH9;11;13μ − iH10;12;14μ Þ;
g0aμ ¼
g4Haμ − g3G0aμffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ g23
p ; Z0μ ¼ g4H
15
μ −
ffiffi
2
3
q
g1B0μffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ 23g21
q ; ð5Þ
1The smaller subgroup SUð4ÞPS × SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞR would
suffice for the scope of obtaining the leptoquark Uμ.
2The resolution of both the RDðÞ and RKðÞ anomalies via a PS
leptoquark Uμ was recently put forth in Ref. [46]. In this respect,
we reach a different conclusion.
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while the orthogonal combinations correspond to the
massless SUð3Þc ×Uð1ÞY degrees of freedom of GSM prior
to electroweak symmetry breaking
gaμ ¼
g3Haμ þ g4G0aμffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ g23
p ; Bμ ¼
ffiffi
2
3
q
g1H15μ þ g4B0μffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ 23 g21
q :
The matching with the SM gauge couplings reads
gs ¼
g4g3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ g23
p ; gY ¼ g4g1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g24 þ 23 g21
q ; ð6Þ
where gs ¼ 1.02 and gY ¼ 0.363 are the values evolved
within the SM up to the matching scale μ ¼ 2 TeV. Since
g3;4 > gs and g4;1 > gY , one has g4;3 ≫ g1. A typical
benchmark is g4 ¼ 3, g3 ¼ 1.08 and g1 ¼ 0.365.
The would-be SM fermion fields (when neglecting the
mixing discussed below), are charged under the SUð3Þ0 ×
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1Þ0 subgroup, but are singlets of SUð4Þ. Let
us denote them as: q0L ¼ ð1; 3; 2; 1=6Þ, u0R ¼ ð1; 3; 1; 2=3Þ,
d0R ¼ ð1; 3; 1;−1=3Þ, l0L ¼ ð1; 1; 2;−1=2Þ, and e0R ¼
ð1; 1; 1;−1Þ. These representations come in three copies
of flavor. Being SUð4Þ singlets, they do not couple with the
vector leptoquark field directly. To induce the required
interaction, we add vector-like heavy fermions transform-
ing nontrivially only under SUð4Þ × SUð2ÞL subgroup. In
particular, ΨL;R ¼ ðQ0L;R; L0L;RÞT ¼ ð4; 1; 2; 0Þ, where Q0
and L0 are decompositions under SUð3Þ4×Uð1Þ4⊂SUð4Þ.
In order to address the B-physics anomalies, at least two
copies of these representations are required. When fermion
mixing is introduced [cf. Eq. (9)] leptoquark couplings to
SM fermions are generated. These are by construction
mainly left-handed. The field content of the model is
summarized in Table I.
The full Lagrangian3 is invariant under the accidental
global symmetries Uð1ÞB0 and Uð1ÞL0 , whose action on the
matter fields is displayed in the last two columns of Table I.
The vevs of Ω3 and Ω1 break spontaneously both the gauge
and the global symmetries, leaving unbroken two new
global Uð1Þ’s: B ¼ B0 þ 1ffiffi
6
p T15 and L ¼ L0 −
ffiffi
3
2
q
T15,
which for SM particles correspond respectively to ordinary
baryon and lepton number. These symmetries protect
proton stability and make neutrinos massless. Nonzero
neutrino masses require an explicit breaking of Uð1ÞL0 , e.g.
via a d ¼ 5 effective operator l0l0HH=Λ, where Λ≫ v is
some UV cutoff.
The fermions’ kinetic term leads to the following left-
handed interactions
LL ⊃
g4ffiffiffi
2
p Q¯0LγμL0LUμ þ H:c:
þ g4gs
g3

Q¯0Lγ
μTaQ0L −
g23
g24
q¯0Lγ
μTaq0L

g0aμ
þ 1
6
ffiffiffi
3
p
g4gYffiffiffi
2
p
g1

Q¯0Lγ
μQ0L −
2g21
3g24
q¯0Lγ
μq0L

Z0μ
−
1
2
ffiffiffi
3
p
g4gYffiffiffi
2
p
g1

L¯0Lγ
μL0L −
2g21
3g24
l¯0Lγ
μl0L

Z0μ; ð7Þ
and right-handed interactions
LR ⊃
g4ffiffiffi
2
p Q¯0RγμL0RUμþH:c:
þg4gs
g3

Q¯0Rγ
μTaQ0R−
g23
g24
ðu¯0RγμTau0Rþ d¯0RγμTad0RÞ

g0aμ
þ1
6
ffiffiffi
3
p
g4gYffiffiffi
2
p
g1

Q¯0Rγ
μQ0R−
4g21
3g24
ð2u¯0Rγμu0R− d¯0Rγμd0RÞ

Z0μ
−
1
2
ffiffiffi
3
p
g4gYffiffiffi
2
p
g1

L¯0Rγ
μL0R−
4g21
3g24
e¯0Rγ
μe0R

Z0μ: ð8Þ
IV. FLAVOR STRUCTURE
The Yukawa Lagrangian is
LY ⊃ −q¯0LYdHd0R − q¯0LYu ~Hu0R − l¯0LYeHe0R
− q¯0LλqΩT3ΨR − l¯0LλlΩT1ΨR − Ψ¯LMΨR þ H:c:; ð9Þ
where ~H ¼ iσ2H. Also, Yd, Yu, and Ye are 3 × 3 flavour
matrices, λq and λl are 3 × nΨ, while M is nΨ × nΨ matrix
where nΨ is the number of Ψ fields.
In absence of the Yukawa Lagrangian the global flavor
symmetry of the model is Uð3Þq0 ×Uð3Þu0 ×Uð3Þd0×
Uð3Þl0 ×Uð3Þe0 ×UðnΨÞΨL ×UðnΨÞΨR . Using the flavor
TABLE I. Field content of the model. The index i ¼ 1, 2, 3 runs
over flavors, while Uð1ÞB0 and Uð1ÞL0 are accidental global
symmetries (see text for further clarifications).
Field SUð4Þ SUð3Þ0 SUð2ÞL Uð1Þ0 Uð1ÞB0 Uð1ÞL0
q0iL 1 3 2 1=6 1=3 0
u0iR 1 3 1 2=3 1=3 0
d0iR 1 3 1 −1=3 1=3 0
l0iL 1 1 2 −1=2 0 1
e0iR 1 1 1 −1 0 1
ΨiL 4 1 2 0 1=4 1=4
ΨiR 4 1 2 0 1=4 1=4
H 1 1 2 1=2 0 0
Ω3 4¯ 3 1 1=6 1=12 −1=4
Ω1 4¯ 1 1 −1=2 −1=4 3=4
3We also include a ½Ω3Ω3Ω3Ω11 term in the scalar potential
which is required in order to avoid unwanted Goldstone bosons
[52].
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group, one can without loss of generality start with a basis
in which: M ¼ Mdiag ≡ diagðM1;…;MnΨÞ, Yd ¼ Ydiagd ,
and Ye ¼ Ydiage are diagonal matrices with non-negative
real entries, while Yu ¼ V†Ydiagu , where V is a unitary
matrix.
After symmetry breaking, the fermion mass matrices in
this (interaction) basis are
Md ¼
 vffiffi
2
p Ydiagd
v3ffiffi
2
p λq
0 Mdiag

; Me ¼
 vffiffi
2
p Ydiage v1ffiffi
2
p λl
0 Mdiag

;
Mu ¼
 vffiffi
2
p V†Ydiagu v3ffiffi
2
p λq
0 Mdiag

; Mν ¼

0 v1ffiffi
2
p λl
0 Mdiag

:
ð10Þ
These are 3þ nΨ dimensional square matrices which can
be diagonalized by unitary rotations Uð3þ nΨÞ. For
example,Me ¼ UeLMdiage U†eR , where the mass eigenstate,
ψeL≡ðeL;μL;τL;E1L;…;EnΨL ÞT , are given by ψeL ¼ U†eLψ 0eL,
and similarly for the right-handed components.
The vector boson interactions with fermions in the mass
basis are obtained after applying these unitary rotations to
Eqs. (7)–(8). Our goal is to get the right structure of the
vector leptoquark couplings for B-physics anomalies as in
Ref. [14], while suppressing at the same time tree-level
FCNC in the quark sector mediated by the g0 and Z0
exchange. In order to do this both in up- and down-quarks,
one can impose the complete flavor alignment condition
λijq ∝ Mij. However, this setup predicts large couplings to
valence quarks and is challenged by direct searches at
the LHC.
In this work, we minimally introduce two extra vector-
like fermion representations Ψ (nΨ ¼ 2). The pattern of
flavor matrices λq and λl is such that no mixing with the
first, small mixing with the second, and large mixing with
the third generation is obtained. In addition, there is a flavor
alignment of the matrixM with the quark mixing matrix λq.
More precisely, in the basis of Eq. (10)
λq ¼
0
B@
0 0
λsq 0
0 λbq
1
CA; ð11Þ
with jλsqj≪ jλbqj. The main implications of this setup are:
(i) the absence of tree-level FCNC in the down-quark sector
due to the g0 andZ0 exchange, and (ii) suppressed couplings to
the valence quarks relaxing the high-pT constraints. While
potentially large contributions to D–D¯ oscillation phenom-
ena are possibleviaCKMmixing,we show in the next section
that the present constraints can be satisfied. Therefore, we
pursue the second scenario in the rest of this paper.
From a flavor model building perspective, one can
identify d0R, ΨL, ΨR as triplets of the same flavour group
Uð3Þd0 ≡Uð3ÞΨL ≡ Uð3ÞΨR . The matrix M is then propor-
tional to the identity, while λq and Yd are proportional to the
same spurion ð3; 3¯Þ of Uð3Þq ×Uð3Þd0 , and hence simulta-
neously diagonalizable. The phenomenology of this
assumption is not far from the benchmark example con-
sidered below.
V. LOW-ENERGY CONSTRAINTS
The main goal of this analysis is to find a working
benchmark point (BP) which fits well the low-energy data.
To this purpose we perform a numerical scan over the
fundamental parameters in the Yukawa Lagrangian in
Eq. (9). Using numerical diagonalization, we first fix the
known SM fermion masses, and then calculate the vector
boson interactions in the fermion mass basis. While we
observe no flavor changing g0 and Z0 interactions involving
SM down quarks, the leptoquark couplings, being the
product of both quark and lepton left-handed rotations
matrices, can have the correct form in order to fit the
B-anomalies. An example of a good BP is: v1 ¼ 541 GeV,
v3¼845GeV, M1¼900GeV, M2¼611GeV, λsq¼−0.093,
λbq¼2.0, λ21l ¼0.14, λ22l ¼ −0.27, λ31l ¼ 2.3, and λ32l ¼ 2.1.
Fixing g4 ¼ 3.2, the vector bosons’ spectrum for this BP is:
MZ0 ¼ 1.4 TeV, MU ¼ 1.6 TeV, and Mg0 ¼ 2.0 TeV.
We next calculate the contribution of the vector lepto-
quark to the relevant low-energy observables entering the
fit in Ref. [14]: Rτ=l
DðÞ
,ΔCμ9 ¼ −ΔCμ10, as well as (radiatively
induced) corrections to Z and W couplings, δgZτL , δg
Z
ντ , and
jgWτ =gWl j. Matching to the notation used there, we find
CU ¼ 0.022, βsμ ¼ 0.006, βsτ ¼ 0.053, and βbμ ¼ −0.25,
which is a significant improvement with respect to the SM
(see Fig. (4) in [14]). While the SM point has Δχ2SM ≃ 43
with respect to the best fit point of the four parameter fit,
our BP has Δχ2BP ≃ 8. The tension in the charged current
anomaly is reduced but not completely relaxed (our BP
corresponds to RD=RSMD ¼ RD=RSMD ≃ 1.1, to be con-
fronted with the experimental combination 1.237
0.053 from [14]), while the neutral current anomaly is
perfectly fitted (ΔCμ9 ¼ −ΔCμ10 ¼ −0.66). Although this
numerical example proves our claim, it would be instruc-
tive to perform a more detailed survey of the parameter
space of the model [52].
As already pointed out, this leptoquark representation
does not contribute significantly to B → KðÞνν and
τ → 3μ. The Z0 contributes to leptonic τ decays, in
particular, τ → μνν and τ → 3μ. However, for the BP these
are small when compared with the present limits. On the
other hand, the dominant contribution to theD–D¯mixing is
due to g0 and is just above the limits (we findΛR ¼ 1.5 PeV
and ΛI ¼ 3.2 PeV for the BP which is to be compared with
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the limits in Ref. [53]). Finally, Bs–B¯s mixing is induced at
one loop via box diagrams involving the vector leptoquark
and heavy charged lepton partners. We have checked that
the mixing amplitude is finite and well within the limits for
the chosen BP.
We conclude this section by noting that the mixing with
the vector-like fermions modifies W and Z boson inter-
actions leading to important constraints from CKM uni-
tarity, ΔF ¼ 2, and electroweak precision measurements
[54]. Prior to electroweak symmetry breaking, the mixing
Lagrangian in the quark sector is Lmix ⊃ −ððv3=
ffiffiffi
2
p Þλqq¯0Lþ
MQ¯0LÞQ0R þ H:c:, when considering only two mixing
states. One can identify the heavy state with mass M2Q ¼
M2 þ ðλqv3Þ2=2 as QL ¼ cos θqQ0L þ sin θqq0L, where
tan θq ¼ λqv3=ð
ffiffiffi
2
p
MÞ. The orthogonal combination, mass-
less prior to the electroweak symmetry breaking, defines
instead the SM component, qL ¼ − sin θqQ0L þ cos θqq0L.4
This form can easily be matched to the analysis of Ref. [54]
and, in particular, the constraints derived there apply. In
general, the mixing angles induced after electroweak
symmetry breaking are typically suppressed by the light
fermion masses such that tan θq can easily be Oð1Þ (see
for example Fig. 5 in Ref. [54] for the limits on
sin θbD ∼
mb
mD
tan θq).
VI. DIRECT SEARCHES
The new states are subject to direct search constraints at
the LHC. We briefly discuss the current bounds, starting
from the leptoquark which sets the overall mass scale of the
whole spectrum.
(i) U: The RDðÞ anomaly requires a leptoquark mass
close to the TeV scale, in our benchmark
MU ¼ 1.6 TeV. At the LHC, leptoquarks are pair
produced via QCD interactions while their decays
are fixed by the coupling strengths needed to fit the
anomalies. This results in dominant decay modes of
U into quark and lepton doublets of the third
generation. A bound on this configuration is ob-
tained from a simple recasting [34] of the CMS
search [55] leading to mU > 1.3 TeV for gauge
leptoquarks.
(ii) Z0: The peculiar gauge structure and matter embed-
ding of the model implies suppressed Z0 couplings
with the first generation fermions [51]. For our BP
MZ0 ¼ 1.4 TeV and the coupling strength to first
generation quarks is −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3
p
gYg1=g4YqL;uR;dR≃
−0.034YqL;uR;dR , where the latter denotes the SM
hypercharge of quarks. The Z0 is produced at the
LHC through Drell-Yan processes mainly from
valence quarks, and such small couplings allow to
pass the stringent bounds from dilepton searches
involving either electrons and muons [56] or taus
[57] in the final state.
(iii) g0: The coupling of g0 to first generation SM quarks
is −gsg3=g4 ≃ −0.33, while mg0 ¼ 2.0 TeV for the
BP. The sizeable couplings and the relative lightness
of g0 make LHC di-jets searches an important probe
for the model. However, bump searches loose in
sensitivity when the width-to-mass ratio is too large.
In particular, the interpretation of data is given up to
decay widths of 15% of the mass [58]. For our BP
the latter is naturally large (Γg0=mg0 ≃ 26%) thanks
to a kinematically allowed extra decay channel into
heavy quarks, and the interference effects are sig-
nificant. A dedicated experimental analysis is there-
fore required to test this scenario. On the other hand,
limits on contact interactions from dijet angular
variables [59] turn out to be satisfied, due to the
g3=g4 suppression of the g0 couplings.
(iv) Heavy fermions: the minimal setup features two
generations of quark and lepton SUð2ÞL doublets,
mixing with second and third generation SM fer-
mions. Neglecting small electroweak symmetry
breaking effects, for the BP we have: a c=s partner
with mC=S ¼ 900 GeV, a b=t partner with mB=T ¼
1.3 TeV, a μ=νμ partner with mLμ ¼ 740 GeV and a
τ=ντ partner with mLτ ¼ 1.4 TeV. Third generation
quark partners are heavy enough to comply with
dedicated searches for bottom [60] and top [61]
partners. The BP also passes the limits from searches
for lighter c=s partners [62] and g0-assisted produc-
tion [63] does not dominate over the QCD pair
production.
(v) Heavy scalars: these comprise a new colored octet, a
triplet and three SM singlets. Their mass is in the
TeV ballpark, with a fine structure depending on the
details of the scalar potential. However, they do not
pose a particular phenomenological issue both from
the point of view of direct searches (due to the
reduced production cross section) and indirect
searches (since they couple to heavy–light fermions,
flavor observables are naturally suppressed).
VII. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we put forth a renormalizable UV com-
pletion of the vector leptoquark Uμ ¼ ð3; 1; 2=3Þ, which
was recently identified as an exceptional single-mediator
model to address the combined explanation of B-anomalies
both in neutral and charged currents. In short, the model is
based on the gauge group SUð4Þ × SUð3Þ0 × SUð2ÞL ×
Uð1Þ0 (which we creatively name as “4321” model) with a
4For example, the third generation quark mixing angle (due to
λbq) for the BP is large, sin θq ≃ 0.9. That is, the third family is
almost entirely aligned with ΨL, unlike the first two.
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diagonal embedding of the SM color and hyperchage
factors which ensures two important phenomenological
features: (i) the leptoquark dominantly couples to left-
handed currents via the mixing with vectorlike fermions (as
required by the anomalies and in order to suppress flavor
constraints on the leptoquark mass) and (ii) the coupling of
g0 (Z0) to first generation SM fermions is suppressed by a
factor g3=g4 ðg1=g4Þ, thus alleviating the constraints from
direct searches.
The large value of the g4 coupling (g4 ¼ 3.2 in the BP),
which is required by the phenomenological viability of the
model, is admittedly at the limit of perturbativity. Using
the one-loop beta function criterium of [64], namely
jβg4=g4j < 1, we get g4 < 4π=
ffiffiffiffiffi
10
p ≃ 4.5 This notwith-
standing, the theory can be consistently extended in the
UV thanks to the asymptotic freedom of the SUð4Þ factor.
Note that the large value of g4 at the onset of the
renormalization group running helps in taming the emer-
gence of UV Landau poles in the Yukawa couplings (which
are also large for the BP). Eventually, however, the positive
contribution from the Yukawas takes over and Landau
poles can be generated (around 106 GeV for the BP). A
detailed analysis of the high-energy extrapolation of the
model will be presented in [52].
A distinctive feature of the minimal model is the tight
link among the gauge boson masses [cf. Eqs. (2)–(4)]. In
particular, g0 and Z0 cannot be arbitrarily decoupled fromU,
which is required to be around the TeV scale in order to
explain the RDðÞ anomaly. One might ask whether extra
sources of symmetry breaking contributing to the gauge
boson masses can relax those tight relations. To this end,
we have studied the contribution of all the one- and two-
index tensor representations of SUð4Þ × SUð3Þ0 to the
gauge boson mass spectrum [52]. The best option for
simultaneously maximizing both the g0 and Z0 masses is a
ð1¯0; 6Þ, which yields mg0=mU ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
and mZ0=mU ¼ 1, at
the leading order in g4 ≫ g3;1.
6 Though some of the
representations might help in rising the g0 and Z0 masses
compared to U, none of them allows for a complete
decoupling. We hence conclude that the presence of a
light Z0 and g0, together with the leptoquark U, is a solid
prediction and certainly provides a smoking-gun signature
in high-pT searches.
To sumup,we find the 4321model particularly elegant for
addressing the B-physics anomalies and the detailed phe-
nomenological aspects will be investigated elsewhere [52].
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Note added in proof.—After the present paper was first
posted to the arXiv, there were a couple of developments
related to our work, which we would like to comment on:
(1) Ref. [65] considered a Pati-Salam gauge model with
extra vector-like fermions. In their case the spectrum
contains an extra Z0 (whose mass is related to the
leptoquark by gauge symmetry breaking) with un-
suppressed OðgsÞ couplings to valence quarks.
(2) Version 2 of Ref. [46] is now consistent with our
statement that the Pati-Salam leptoquark is subject to
stringent flavour constraints which rule out the
explanation of the B-physics anomalies in the
minimal Pati-Salam scenario.
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